‘My Lists’ Management:
ASSIGN A NEW FILTER TAG
TO IMPORTED RECORDS WITH
‘NO FILTER TAGS ASSIGNED’
Find Unassigned Records
You may find that a company record has been
imported (saved) to your ‘My Lists’ area
without an assigned filter tag. This means
that the company record will not appear
when you search within your saved lists using
filter tags.
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1 To update these records, select the ‘My

Lists’ tab within ProspectVue™.
2 Then, use the Filter drop-down menu to

select records to update.
3 Select ‘No filter tags assigned’ at the top
of the list.
(See page 2 for instructions to assign a tag to a single
record.)
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4 Click ‘Export/Import List.’
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5 Choose ‘Edit Filter Tags: Assign, Create,

Edit, Remove.’
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Assign a Filter Tag
There are two ways to assign a filter tag:
6 Select a previously created filter tag

from the drop-down list to add the
company record(s) to an existing group.
Or, create an entirely new filter tag by
selecting ‘Create, Remove, Edit Filter Tags’
at the top of the drop-down menu and
follow the on-screen instructions.
(Note: For more details about creating filter tags,
please see the Importing a Filtered Search for
Outreach user guide.)
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Then, determine which unassigned company
records should be updated with the new filter
tag:
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7 To select all of the unassigned

company records, click the
‘Select/Unselect All’ checkbox.
8 Or use the checkboxes to select a

specific company or companies to receive
the new filter tag.
9 When your selections are complete, click

‘Go.’

Your filter tag update is complete!
10 If you created a new filter tag, it will now
be listed within your Filter drop-down menu
options.
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Note: When all of your unassigned company
records have been updated, the ‘No filter tags
assigned’ option will no longer appear in the
Filter drop-down menu.

Assign a Filter Tag to a Single
Company Record
Note: The example shown in this user guide
demonstrates the steps required to assign a
filter tag to a selected list of company
records.
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11 If desired, you may assign a filter tag to a

single company record by searching for a
specific business and making updates using
the ‘Edit Record’ tabs available in the
company lists on the left side of the screen or
in the company listing pop-up box.
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